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JAPANESE PERFINS 

Bob Urdang 414 N. Edinburgh Avenue, Loa Angeles, California  
would welcome hearing from anyone with Japanese perfins for  
disposal. 

George Wright who supplied the illustrations of the  
Japanese Officials which were reproduced in our last issue, now  
sends, us some further information on the Navy Department perfins. 

Taking the illustrations from left to right the details  
are, 
1.  38 holes 
2.  31 holes  Used at Kure, East Maizuru and East Maizurukitasu 
3.  33 holes  Takau Naval Hospital. 
4.  34 holes  Used at Tokosuka and Miyagioo. 
5.  27 holes  Kaigun Kikan Gakko.  Used at Maizurukitasui and 

Nakamaizuru. 
6.  26 holes  Used at Maizuruhon Mashi and East Maizuru.  
7.  59 holes  Sasebo Naval Base. 
8. This design is a forgery. 

 
COMMEMORATIVE PERFINS 

We continue the treatise on commemorative perfins with an  
Illustration of a perfin (COMPEX) franked with a special exhibition 
postmark. We have a further cover to illustrate and publish but would 
like a few notes to go with them. Does anyone have any background 
information on these perfins? 

We have a few more commemorative perfins illustrated and  
with notes wupplied by Miss M.E. Thornton which will be published  
over the next two or three issues but can always do with more. 
We understand that the American Perfins Club is cooperating in an 
exhibition to be held at El Paso in June. A perfin EL/PEX has  
been commissioned for use on special covers to be issued at the 
Exhibition. 

If anyone can supply us with a photograph of a cancelled  
cover when they become available, we shall be happy to include  
it in the treatise. 
 
BULLETIN NAME 

Votes still seem to be dribbling in so we shall leave the  
count until publication date of our next issue. 
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